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any optical store and for a few
cants

could buy a lens* that would be t better

than the lens. of the human eyes et the human eye is so constructed that even

with a comparatively poor lens* it can get very sharp images, it can focus on

what is near and change the focus to what is at a distance. It can notice not

OOW only shapes but also colors, it can recognize depths. Not only that but it can

make two pictures simultaneously with the two eyes which combine * in order

to give this depth perception and full or understanding of what is seen than

what one eye could give. These two pictures are so combined automatically that

you don't i.e two pictures and try to compare them, you simply imagine you

see one picture. Where do you see this one picture? Actually the $ nerves

from the right side of the eye, carry impressions to a point in the left side

of the brain while the nerves in the left side of each eye carry impressions to

a different point in the right side of the brain. So these four different

sets of impressions are combined .4a uses-y some where in such a way that you

imagine you are seeing one complete undivided picture. What a marvel of

engineringt God has made the human body so tht it has many different types of

complex calls. -M Each individual cell has a e very complicated

structure with various chemical processes continuing constantly in every single

cell. Yet all the definite body cells which comprise 3/4 of the cells that you

have all of these - every on. of these contains within it all -- at whole

set of chromosonss representing all the different features, the great complicated

list of features and qualities in which you differ from every human being. God

has lent you a most wonderful body. He has produced this wonderful body for

your use. H. has created you as an everlasting spirit, able to have fellowship

with Him, the Eternal Spirit. You are in important in God's sight. It matters

what you do. It matters tremendously what you do.

All this is the creation of God. Man when he tries to enjoy himself apart
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